Reinstatement

by Nancy Babary

The members of the Student Government Association who resigned on February 18 have been reinstated. This was the inevitable result of a student referendum conducted on Wednesday, March 20.

Coming just a week after the spectacularly successful Trustee's Meeting in Boston, the referendum seemed to have come in time to save the day, if not in the long run. The vote was overwhelming, by implication, approval or disappearance of the February resignation, approval or disappearance of resignation, and the desire for new elections if not for reinstatement. Specifically, the referendum asked voters the question:

"Do you favor the reinstatement of the Student Government Association who resigned on February 18, 1974?" It rallied for a 99 percent "yes." A simple "yes," or no response, was set.

As it turned out, only 101 students of the almost 400 polled decided to respond. 172 voted yes, 144 voted no, and 9 abstained. Although collation proceeded, it was, at one source plus one on majorities. According to this, 101 votes were needed for a majority, the ten votes totaling 101 just still by. The Student Government was put back into "working order" by its men. The whole problem of quitting

Basic Assumptions

Education classes are being re-scheduled for one and one-half days in late March so that education students may actively participate in ongoing discussions of the basic assumptions which determine the directions and nature of education programs. The dates are all day Monday, March 19, and Thursday meeting, March 22.

Almost all education classes are being re-scheduled. Education classes not being re-scheduled are limited to student teaching, history orientation, and physical education activity sections. With these few exceptions, the class offerings are being re-scheduled for the departments of Elementary Education, Secondary Education, Educational Services including Special Education and recreational, and Physical Education, Instructional Arts, and History Science.

Students in re-scheduled classes will be able to participate in discussions and will be able to attend special presentations on teacher education and teaching. Discussions began in February and presently involve about 150 people who are divided among 15 different work groups. The presentations on teacher education and teaching will be selected areas principally concerning current education. Discussions will be open to students, or the meetings of March 22 and 23 while the presentations are being scheduled for the afternoon of March 22.

"Colleges in the 70s" will be the topic of the keynote speaker. Dr. Harold Taylor, who is the former president of Norah Lawrence College, Dr. Taylor's presentation is scheduled for Wednesday, March 21 at 9:00 a.m. in the Student Union Auditorium.

Discussions of the basic assumptions, which guide the teacher education programs of the college have been continuing since January 18 when 146 people present, a kickoff meeting was held in the Student Union Auditorium. Presently the discussions aim to involve all faculty members in the college, with areas identified areas as well as selected faculty members from area schools and academic departments. Also participating are a number of teachers, and all administration from area schools, a number of students, some school, and other persons from areas outside.

The re-scheduling of education classes is an attempt to re-establish wider participation by education students. This represents an opportunity for students to help in the shaping of education at Bridgewater State College.
EDITORIAL

The Students Have Spoken.

Sort of......

The result of the voting on reinstating the resigned SGA members was 715-6 in favor. This is not the overwhelming majority that would overbear the student confidence in their representatives, nor is it even half-representative of the students.

The total vote was 31,104, this amount to about two per cent who bothered to show up of this voter-turnout. Fifty percent of the students who voted on the issue indicated that the SGA was not to be reinstated, but this really is only roughly six per cent of the students, nearly 50 per cent of voters was not to be reinstated. This could justifiably be placed in the same category as the lone phiếu out of 850,000, in the same manner that 50 per cent of union workers in the West would elect to strike. If the issue is not to be taken seriously, why should our votes.

Some students probably didn't know about it, why some were not there, we can't even try to find out. No vote, no election.

There is one other reason why some students did not vote. This is the wording of the referendum. A yes-o-verse forced the issue into a close cut position which it wasn't. For example, some have never agreed with the SGA in the past, and have favored the resignation, yet now voted for a new election. The yes-o-verse is misleading. There should have been two referendums, approving reinstatement, and requesting a new election.

This could have alleviated the problem of those who favored the SGA. Mary McDonnell, for example, was one of those who saw the issue as other than yes or no.

A major reason why the majority of students did not realize that this determined the fate of SGA. Most students saw the vote as merely a yes or no, not a vote which would immediately render those members out of office. This is probably the biggest factor involved. The lack of an explanation was by far the most important factor.

On the other hand, those who voted as a result of the referendum produced a lack of interest involvement.

The students who were not aware of the referendum, the SGA resigned, and the students continually drove the horse and carriage along back. In their opinion, it is not necessary to show any interest in any governing bodies or in the SGA, even if they were interested. "You need an idiot," with Dr. Reidenbauer. But as far as I can see, neither this referendum, nor anything else was settled with Dr. Reidenbauer, and certainly nothing was settled with the referendum. Put it this way, it has never been more important to have the students for a position in Student Council, or a position in the SGA, than it is now.

Let Sleeping Bears Lie?

By Gay Parsons

1. I am Adrian Ballardini, the sole leader of the College Democratic Alliance. I am not a leader of the College Democratic Alliance. I am the leader of the College Democratic Alliance.

2. Thus shall not be taking my name, the lord, my dictators in vain, for I am all powerful.

The Ten Demandements

1. Remember that we Students Constitution is a legal document.
2. House taken Students Representation and the authority of the Student Government.
3. This shall be awarded the position of Student Government.
4. This shall be awarded the position of Student Government.
5. This shall be awarded the position of Student Government.
6. This shall be awarded the position of Student Government.
7. This shall be awarded the position of Student Government.
8. This shall be awarded the position of Student Government.
9. This shall be awarded the position of Student Government.
10. This shall be awarded the position of Student Government.

Yet Another Resignation

March 10, 1981

Louis Busch and Student Study

I arrived a letter and a proposal from Student Study the other day. One of the students that Student Council is in the SGA. Since the student's resignation was on September 29th, 1980, I had tried to get an appointment. In his resignation, he was disinherited by the Student Council and I have no contact with him. I was disappointed to find that there was not enough time for me to list the list. I immediately made plans to try to get an appointment.

March 10, 1981

I received an appointment with the SGA. This was a proposal. It has been about 5 months since the resignation. I have heard that it is expected that the resignation of the SGA for the semester, and the resignation of the SGA on the sabbatical year. The resignation of the SGA is an important factor in the administration of the college, and the resignation of the SGA is an important factor in the administration of the college.
Satan

Lecture

Harold Taylor

BRIDGEWATER, N.H. — Harold Taylor, nationally recognized leader in the field of education, will be the speaker next Wed-
nesday evening at 8:30 as part of the EDUCATIONAL IN-
SERVICE DAY being sponsored by the Division of Professional
Education of the Student Union Program Com-
mittee.

Dr. Taylor, a former teacher of philosophy at the University of Mississippi, and an associate and friend of John Dewey and Alexander Meiklejohn, first achieved national prominence when at the age of thirty he was appointed President of Sarah Lawrence College. He was recognized in this country and abroad for his progressive educational leadership.

State Board of Education and the State of New Hampshire, he has lectured on education and philosophy of education in the United States, Europe, and Japan. Dr. Taylor is a frequent lecturer in New Hampshire on a wide variety of topics.

Disadvantaged Students

Bridgewater State College held its first System-Wide Day of the Disadvantaged Student Program in the Massachusetts State College System on Thursday, March 14, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. as mandated in the "Agenda for an Inclusive Education," of the State College System has taken the lead among the same institutions in New England to provide programs for those who have traditionally been denied equal access to education, including among others, the disadvantaged. This event was an opportunity to focus on the needs of the students, and their programs were attended by representatives from all the colleges and the state system.

Do you have experience writing for print or high school or college paper, literary review or yearbook?

We need people with writing experience or those who like to get some, as well as those interested in graphic arts and production techniques.

Please drop by or call Mike Vieira, Editor, The Comment, Section 102, 3rd Flr., or write to 11:00 El. 2650, 304.

Mike Vieira, Editor, The Comment, Section 102, 3rd Flr., or write to 11:00 El. 2650, 304.
The Godfather Visits Internos United

by George P. Hurtle

And it came to pass, in the Kingdom of Hollywood, that the Bureo Chef, Bill Miller, called for his panel to read them a report from the Kingston Palace in Chicago, in which he revealed how he came to be the man of the moment. It wasn't so much the fact that he received a major award, but the fact that he was actually a part of the history of the city. Everyone was talking about him, and the students at the University of Chicago were astounded.

Dear Sir,

You were quite correct in your review of the recent events in our city. The Godfather, taking a page from the history of the people of Chicago, has come to our campus to give us a glimpse into the world of entertainment. His speech, delivered in the Bursar's Office, was filled with wisdom and insight, as he spoke about the importance of education and the role of the arts in our society.

As Bill Miller said at his desk, "In the world of entertainment, every day is a new beginning, and every day is a chance to make a difference." His words resonated with the students, who were eager to learn from the man who has been an inspiration to so many.

The Godfather's visit was a fitting end to a truly remarkable year for our school. We are grateful for the opportunity to have had him as our guest, and we look forward to the day when we can welcome him back to our campus.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

The Godfather Visits Internos United

Educational In-Service Day

Members of the Student Union Program Committee and the faculty are working hard to create a meaningful and informative educational In-Service Day. The day is designed to provide opportunities for members to learn about new developments in education and to strengthen their skills.

Recent research has shown that in-service education is crucial to the professional growth and development of educators. The day will feature a variety of workshops, seminars, and panel discussions, all aimed at helping teachers improve their practice and enhance their teaching skills.

The day will open with an keynote address by Dr. Harold Taylor, who will discuss the importance of education in our society. Following the keynote, there will be a series of workshops focused on specific areas of interest, such as classroom management, differentiated instruction, and technology integration.

In addition to the workshops, there will be a panel discussion featuring local educators who will share their experiences and insights. The panel will be moderated by Dr. Taylor, who will facilitate a lively and engaging conversation.

The day will conclude with a closing ceremony, where attendees will have the opportunity to reflect on the day's events and share their thoughts and feedback.

Educational In-Service Day promises to be an engaging and memorable day for all who attend. We encourage you to participate and take advantage of the valuable learning opportunities available.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
SCIENCE ABSTRACTIONS

**Boycott**

The Japanese have ignored a unanimous vote (154-0) of the United Nations Conference on the Environment calling for a boycott of whaling. As The Japanese recently refused to abide by conservation regulations of the International Whaling Commission, at least 80 of their species is now a threat. The large existing herds of the species and opera whaling (the species- "Red Block") is rapidly declining under the weight of the controversy.

Elaine Christine Strane, head of the Animal Welfare Institute, comes to us to see if the situation may improve. Strane, and her Japanese recognize their responsibility to save whale while keeping their own species intact.

Student groups throughout the United States have already organized to stop whaling. The annual Day of Action is coming up, and the boycott campaign can be aided by writing to the Animal Welfare Institute, P.O. Box 1028, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.

Mineral Embargo?

The National Wildlife Federation is among those who believe that the embargo on South Africa is an unnecessary hast. In an extremely timely time, every expert is now urging that the embargo end. To stop the production of essential minerals, the embargo is being lifted.

Contraceptives

PLANNED PARENTHOOD

The Chinese are actively experimenting with different forms of contraception. They are increasingly using hormonal pills, which are said to be effective in preventing pregnancy. The use of such methods is on the increase.

Tax Refunds

In 1983, students who worked part-time during the school year and those who worked part-time over the winter have been refunded their taxes. This is a welcome gesture because of the long lasting economic downturn. The refund is now available.

Nader To Visit Mass

Consumer advocate Ralph Nader will visit five Massachusetts colleges and the state legislative week next month, addressing students and lawmakers on the current energy shortages and related problems. The Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group (MassPIRG), which coordinates Student Nader visits, met in the Commonwealth, agreed on the schedule in Amherst.

Nader will speak to the Student Union Board at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst at 1:30 p.m. on Monday, March 14. At 3:30 p.m. he will appear at the Rivers Memorial Gymnasium at Western New England College, 1215 Williamstown Road, Springfield.

The same evening, Nader will address the 5:00 p.m. at O'Connell Gymnasium at the Williams College campus.

The Thursday, March 18, Nader will speak in Merrimack College, in North Andover at 9 p.m. in Church Auditorium.

**FEED THE MUNICIPALS at**

Mr. Donut

Rte.18

Bridgewater

Open 24 hours

7 days
Friday Night Boogie

By: Mike Linen

The fun never stopped in the Haynes student center on Friday night. Around the World in Eighty Cliches was the year's biggest event, and the crowd was not disappointed.

The event featured a buffet dinner, followed by a fashion show, a performance by the high school's own Latin dancers, and a dance tournament. The evening was filled with music, food, and fun.

The buffet dinner was a hit, with students raving about the delicious food. The fashion show was also a success, with models showcasing a variety of outfits from different cultures.

The Latin dancers performed a traditional dance, which was a highlight of the evening. The dance tournament was a fun way to end the night, with students competing for the chance to win a prize.

In conclusion, the Around the World in Eighty Cliches event was a huge success, with students enjoying the food, music, and culture of different countries. It was a night to remember for Haynes students, and we can't wait to see what the school has in store for us next year.

---

Around The World in Eighty Cliches

It was a wonderful evening, filled with music, food, and fun. The event was held at the student center, and was attended by students from all over the school.

The evening started with a delicious buffet dinner, which included a variety of foods from different cultures. The students were impressed with the range of dishes, and enjoyed trying new foods.

After dinner, the fashion show began. Models walked down the runway, showcasing outfits from different countries. The outfits were beautifully designed, and the models looked stunning.

The Latin dancers then performed a traditional dance, which was a highlight of the evening. The performance was energetic and entertaining, and the students were impressed with the dancers' skills.

The dance tournament followed, with students competing for the chance to win a prize. The competition was fierce, and the students were excited to see who would come out on top.

Overall, the Around the World in Eighty Cliches event was a success, and the students had a great time. It was a night to remember, and we can't wait to see what the school has in store for us next year.
This Week

Locally, the WCA will hold an Arts and Traffic workshop presentation in the cafeteria tonight. Stanley will find AMY RIVER является a Keyaki at 7:30 p.m. Tomorrow, the Student Faculty Movement will sponsor a Student Union Board meeting in the cafeteria at 12:00 p.m. Carlos Montoya will appear in a free series next week.

The Student Union Board, in conjunction with The Student Union Program Committee, presents...

LOUIS BENJAMIN
TRAVEL AGENCY, INC.

22 Legion Parkway
Brookton, Mass.

536-2521

Our goal is to make your holiday dreams come true. We offer a wide variety of travel services, from domestic to international destinations. Let us plan your next trip and make your travel experience a memorable one. We're here to help you get away from it all, and our team of experts will ensure a smooth and stress-free experience.

Air Tickets

Rail Passes

Lodging

Fine Arts Series:

Carlos Montoya

Carlos Montoya will be appearing on Thursday, March 28th, at 8:00 p.m. The concert will feature the music of the 18th and 19th centuries, with a special emphasis on the music of the 20th century. The concert will also include a special performance of the music of the 18th century. The concert will be held at the Student Union Auditorium, and the Student Union Board will sponsor a free series for the event.

Review:

Studio Production

On Saturday, March 30th, at 8:00 p.m., the Student Union Board will present a production of "The Great Gatsby," directed by Carlos Montoya. The production will feature a cast of talented Student Union members, with music by Mark Carlin and Frank Miller. The production will be held at the Student Union Auditorium, and there will be a free admission for all students.

Fine Arts Series:

Chicken of the Sea

Chicken of the Sea will be appearing on Friday, March 29th, at 8:00 p.m. The concert will feature the music of the 18th and 19th centuries, with a special emphasis on the music of the 20th century. The concert will also include a special performance of the music of the 18th century. The concert will be held at the Student Union Auditorium, and the Student Union Board will sponsor a free series for the event.

Cafe de Paris

Cafe de Paris will be appearing on Saturday, March 30th, at 8:00 p.m. The concert will feature the music of the 18th and 19th centuries, with a special emphasis on the music of the 20th century. The concert will also include a special performance of the music of the 18th century. The concert will be held at the Student Union Auditorium, and the Student Union Board will sponsor a free series for the event.

In Conjunction With The Student Union Program Committee...

We will gladly assist students in their travel plans abroad and domestically.
SNEA

Services

Attention all those interested in an SNEA training: In Tuesday night, March 26 from 7:30 p.m. on, the Psych Club will be holding a "workshop in better understanding of SNEA". All are welcome.

Lost or misplaced ID cards can be replaced at student activities office, Conference Room-Benjamin Hall every Tuesday and Thursday. Call 077-2948.

Other means-breathing and relaxation techniques, charity for popular music call 376-2948.

DORM COUNCIL

Women and Men's Chauvinists

Women's Residence Hall - all women interested in discussing the following issues on activism, discrimination and sexism. A special speaker will be invited to support alter- nate views. Bring ideas to the weekly meetings of the Women's Group. Tuesday at 8:00 p.m. in the Green Room or stop at the Women's Center (S.U. Building in 3rd floor).
Basic Assumptions

A new teacher certification law which replaces course performance evaluations will be in effect for 1974. Program approval is to replace individual-transcript approval. Preprofessional counseling education programs are necessary to satisfy program approval requirements. All the institutions of higher education in the state are likely to alter a steady state in which the number of students and faculty members will remain relatively constant as budgetary restrictions and the granting of exemptions and tenure to faculty members. This signifies a rethinking of present procedures. It's likely in the construction of a new campus laboratory school and new classrooms building for teacher education programs which have been placed in doubt the educational facilities in the worst few years. Considerable public awareness about public finances and into the problem of these universities are the main factors numbers now the future with these other programs. Present dealers of their availability make it necessary to employ adaptive approaches to achieve the same goals which have been optimum for the projected construction.

The basic assumptions concerning the role of the teacher are to have the right to establish a school in which the number of students and faculty members will remain relatively constant as budgetary restrictions and the granting of exemptions and tenure to faculty members. This signifies a rethinking of present procedures. It's likely in the construction of a new campus laboratory school and new classrooms building for teacher education programs which have been placed in doubt the educational facilities in the worst few years. Considerable public awareness about public finances and into the problem of these universities are the main factors numbers now the future with these other programs. Present dealers of their availability make it necessary to employ adaptive approaches to achieve the same goals which have been optimum for the projected construction.
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The Trustees are the elected governing body of the Bridgewater State College. In order to understand the complex interplay between the Trustee and the President, it is essential to comprehend the dual roles that each person holds.

The President's role is multifaceted. He is responsible for the overall governance of the College, ensuring that the policies and programs align with the College's mission. The President is also accountable to the Trustees for the stewardship of the College's resources.

On the other hand, the Trustees are the elected representatives of the College's constituents. They are responsible for overseeing the College's operations, ensuring that the College's policies and programs align with the constituents' needs and interests.

The President's role is to advise and support the Trustees, while the Trustees' role is to provide oversight and guidance to the President. This unique arrangement allows for a balanced decision-making process that benefits the College.

In conclusion, the relationship between the President and the Trustees is crucial for the College's success. It requires effective communication and collaboration to ensure that the College operates efficiently and effectively.

Thurston H. Hines, S.G.A. President, in his role as the chief executive officer of his respective institution, ensures that the College's operations align with the constituents' needs and interests. He is responsible for overseeing the College's policies and programs and ensuring that the College's resources are used effectively.

The President's role is to advise and support the Trustees, while the Trustees' role is to provide oversight and guidance to the President. This unique arrangement allows for a balanced decision-making process that benefits the College.

In conclusion, the relationship between the President and the Trustees is crucial for the College's success. It requires effective communication and collaboration to ensure that the College operates efficiently and effectively.
March 12, 1974

I believe that several developments have led to the current situation. First, the Board of Selectmen has called for three special meetings to discuss the possibility of holding a town meeting. Second, the Selectmen have appointed a committee to study the issues raised by the Board of Selectmen. Finally, the Board of Selectmen has issued a statement denouncing the Selectmen's actions.

In conclusion, I believe that the current situation is a result of the ongoing struggle between the Board of Selectmen and the Board of Education. The Board of Selectmen has been trying to reduce the power of the Board of Education, and the Board of Education has been fighting back.

Sincerely,
[Name]

\[Signature\]
**SPORTS**

**CHEERING: "A LITTLE EXTRA"**

By Tim Perry

The Bridgewater College baseball team has been in shock since the news of a new kind of bleeding in the baseball world. The team has been dropped from the NCAA championship tournament due to a protest by the college faculty. The faculty claims that the team has been subjected to unfair treatment by the NCAA.

The team was scheduled to play in the NCAA championship tournament, but the faculty protested and the NCAA decided to remove the team from the tournament. The faculty is demanding the university provide a full-time athletic director and the NCAA to recognize the university's right to control its athletic programs.

The faculty has been protesting for months, but the university has not responded. The faculty believes that the NCAA is trying to control the university's athletic programs and is not allowing the university to make its own decisions.

The NCAA has been criticized for its handling of the situation, but the faculty has continued to protest. The faculty is demanding that the NCAA recognize the university's right to control its athletic programs and that the university be allowed to make its own decisions.

The NCAA has been criticized for its handling of the situation, but the faculty has continued to protest. The faculty is demanding that the NCAA recognize the university's right to control its athletic programs and that the university be allowed to make its own decisions.